
Grade 6  SUPPLY LIST 2017 - 2018 
 
Dear Students and Parents, 
 
     The teachers of Grade 6 want the incoming students to have the best possible start to their 
middle school education.  We have observed that the students who are organized and prepared 
experience the greatest success.  This letter provides you with a description of the school 
supplies that are needed for each subject so that you may plan your “Back to School” shopping 
this summer, and be prepared for a successful start to grade six.  Most students carry books and 
supplies in a backpack, which is kept in their locker during the day.  Backpacks are not 
permitted to be carried during the school day. 
 
    An assignment notebook is very helpful and this year the assignment book has been made 
available at a price of $5.00. 
 
All students will need, for their personal use, black or blue pens (erasable), pencils, 
highlighters, reinforcements, glue sticks, whiteboard markers  and a set of colored pencils, 
and colored markers are used in every class. All 6th grade teachers encourage the donation of 
these supplies for their classrooms as well. A durable folder is needed for homework 
assignments and notices for home. Four pocket folders, one each for science, social studies, ELA 
and math.  Students will be changing for gym this year, so a change of clothes and deodorant are 
required. 
 
 
HOMEROOM: a box of tissues from each student. Trapper keepers are not necessary – they 
often become a nuisance to students because of the size and weight, an accordion folder may be 
more useful for some students.  A book for silent reading should be with students at all times. 
We encourage you to reuse 2 inch 3-ring binders you may already have at home, and ask that 
you label each item including textbooks, notebooks, lunch bags and all other personal belongings 
with the student’s name and homeroom number. 
 
Academic Classes:    ONLY ONE 2 inch binder with an inside pocket to be used for all classes.  Dividers 
are necessary to separate academic classes. Earbuds or headphones are necessary for use with 
Chromebooks. Also helpful for some students are a carry case and a mouse for 
Chromebook use. 
 
AIA ELA  - a 100 page composition notebook (bound not spiral), a package of 
colored pencils and one bottle of Elmer’s Glue that can be donated to this class 
so supply baskets on the tables can be refilled as needed. 
 
AIA Math- a folder that will be left in the classroom for projects. 
 
     Have a wonderful summer; we are looking forward to being with you in the fall. 

 
Sincerely, 
 Grade 6 Teachers 


